Abstract: Aiming at the problem of aerial hydrazine fuel guarantee safety assessment, an assessment model based on Vague-SPA and fuzzy close degree was proposed in accordance to the fuzzy matter-element. Firstly, based on the definition and actual situation, an assessment index system and fuzzy matter-element model of aerial hydrazine fuel guarantee were built. Furthermore, the weight was optimized by applying fuzzy close degree of the decision model. The authors built an assessment model with Vague-SPA clustering combined by using fuzzy mathematics and SPA analysis to reduce the influence of subjectivity during the evaluating process. Finally, objective and reasonable results were obtained through a practical example, and it proved the effectiveness of the method and provided a new way for the safe assessment in aerial hydrazine fuel guarantee.
Introduction
As an emergency response to sudden energy emergencies，Hydrazine is an excellent liquid propellant that can be rapidly decomposed under the action of a catalyst to provide emergency energy to the emergency hydraulic pump and emergency generator to obtain the emergency hydraulic pressure required by the aircraft energy and power. At the same time, hydrazine fuel is flammable, explosive and toxic, once the safety accident occurs, it will cause casualties and economic losses, and the surrounding environment causing serious pollution.
At present, the relevant scholars at home and abroad for the safety of hydrazine fuel security using Road Chemistry, Analytic Hierarchy Process and gray evaluation, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, BP and Hopfield neural network and other evaluation methods [1] [2] [3] . These methods often need a large amount of original data to support, the lack of historical data lead to poor results of fitting; the same time, quantitative indicators in the quantitative treatment, weakening the correlation between the same level indicators, useful information is lost, can not reflect the evaluation object The same evaluation of the degree of fierce competition.
Based on the fuzzy matter-element theory, the index system of hydrazine fuel support is constructed. The vector of each attribute value and the angle cosine of the positive and negative ideal scheme are calculated by fuzzy proximity degree. The optimal value of each index is obtained by fuzzy close degree optimal solution. The optimal solution is introduced into the modified Vague-SPA clustering model as the modified weight, and the IDO correlation coefficient between the various sub-systems is calculated. Finally, the fuzzy similarity matrices derived from the transitive closure are used to filter the similarity of the scheme， Safety Evaluation of Hydrazine Fuel Support in the target Station.
Basic theory

Fuzzy compound element
The fuzzy matter element K is written as:
, where M is the thing; C is the feature of describing things; ( )
is the fuzzy membership of the corresponding value x of the thing characteristic C [4] . If there are n things, the i-th thing is ( 1, 2, , ) i M i n =  ; there are m features, the j-th feature is written as ( 
is the fuzzy value corresponding to the j-th item of the i-th thing, and the membership degree. The m-dimensional fuzzy compound matter element of n things is expressed as:
Fuzzy clustering based on SPA 2.2.1 Multivariate Connection Number Model
Set pair analysis refers to the specific conditions of the study, the degree of association will be introduced with similarity or relevance of the set, the uncertainty of the dialectical analysis and mathematical processing methods [5] . The multiple connection number is a kind of hierarchical structure function which is derived from 
is the eigenvalue weight.
SPA fuzzy clustering
According to the basic principle of fuzzy set pair and clustering analysis, the similarity index which is derived from the same and different inverse vector is calculated by matrix. Specific steps are as follows [6] : 1) Set the classification subsystem M of the system
. 2) Select the standard subsystem. According to the research background, one subsystem is determined as a reference subsystem.
3) Calculate the IDO contact vector of the remaining ( , , , )
, so the similarity and dissimilarity degree between the subsystem k M and the reference subsystem 1 M is: 
The vector is expressed as： Is defined   1  1  2  2   2  2  2  2  1  1  2  2 max( ,
is the subsystem and the IDO correlation coefficient. The similarity and dissimilarity correlation coefficient between the remaining subsystems is calculated, and the fuzzy similar symmetric matrix D is obtained, where )
2) The cosine of the integrated attribute value vector . For any H ω ∈ , the greater the value of ( ) s ω , the closer to the ideal point, the closer to the optimal state. Compared with the traditional target close degree, the fuzzy close degree can reflect the relation among the multiple objects, and effectively achieve the balance among the objects.
Fuzzy safety assessment index system and fuzzy composite element
An airport hydrazine fuel station is responsible for a flight group of hydrazine fuel security tasks, as managers of hydrazine fuel security status and development trend is not clear, so that it can not be a good security management, is to protect its work related to Safety assessment, analysis of security status and development trends, in order to facilitate the management of safety management. The structure of fuzzy compound matter-elements is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 assessment index grades and standard of aerial stations   Transport  module   Laboratory  module   Storage  module   Filling  module   Waste  disposal  module   Field  protection  module  excellent  85  80  90  85  90  85  good  60  55  65  60  65  60  difference  30  25  40  35  40 
